
Name: __________________   Date: ___________ 

 

Spelling List 14 
Silent letters 

 
 

1. comb 

2. climb 

3. thumb 

4. half 

5. calf 

6. wrote 

7. wrestle 

8. wrap 

9. wrong 

10.wrist 

11. know 

12. kneel 

13. knit 

14. knight 

15. knock 

16. listen 

17. castle 

 

 

 

Bonus Word: science 

Review Words (girl and learn sounds) 

 

18. earned 

19. disturb 

20. search 

 



Spelling Week 14 

Silent letters 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, put your spelling words in ABC order. 

comb climb thumb half 

calf wrote wrestle wrap 

wrong wrist know kneel 

knit knight knock listen 

castle earned disturb search 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling List 14 

Silent letters 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, write the spelling words at least 3 times each on the lines. 
 

1. comb  

2. climb  

3. thumb  

4. half  

5. calf  

6. wrote  

7. wrestle  

8. wrap  

9. wrong  

10. wrist  

11. know  

12. kneel  

13. knit  

14. knight  

15. knock  

16. listen  

17. castle  

18. earned  

19. disturb  

20. search  

 

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling 

words. Underline the spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to 

use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: _____________________ 

 

#: ____________ 



Spelling Week 14 

Silent letters 

 

Using your VERY BEST handwriting, break the words into syllables. 

Spelling Word  Write the Word Break into syllables 
How Many 

syllables? 

ex..   spelling  spelling spel – ling 2  

comb     

climb     

thumb     

half     

calf     

wrote     

wrestle     

wrap     

wrong     

wrist     

know     

kneel     

knit     

knight     

knock     

listen     

castle     

earned     

disturb     

search     

Now, on the back, write a sentence using 4 of your spelling words. Underline the 

spelling words in your sentence. Be sure to use capitals and punctuation. 

 

Name: ______________________ 

 

#: ____________ 


